
LANDYACHT RADIO WITH LEFTY AND RED-EPISODE FOUR

RED
Okay everyone, first we’d like to 
thank you for taking the time to 
stop by.

LEFTY
We normally don’t do staff 
meetings, but this one is kind of 
important. 

ETHYL
Are we fired? Oh my god, we’re 
getting fired!

Concerned murmur.

LEFTY
No, no, no, nobody’s getting fired.

RED
It’s actually, kind of good news.

WAYLAND
We’re getting raises?

RED
No raises. We’re just letting you 
know we’re making some physical 
changes to the station.

LEFTY
Later today we’ll be moving the 
studio trailer up the hill behind 
the barn to that big open meadow. 
It’s a higher elevation which is 
better for the broadcast signal 
we’ll be putting out through the 
newly installed satellite dish. 

Curious murmur.

RED
Wayland? You want to elaborate?

WAYLAND
Oh, certainly. Since we had a light 
Winter, we decided to use what was 
left over from the emergency snow 
plowing slush fund...ha-ha, 
“slush”, to purchase a slightly 
used, government surplus, ultra-
high signal satellite dish. 



RED
It should increase our broadcast 
range from one and a half counties 
to almost two.

Positive murmur.

LEFTY
But we’re going to need all of you, 
in some capacity, to pitch in and 
help where you can.

COOKIE
Lefty, I would love to do a live 
remote, documenting the dangerous 
and harrowing journey of one 
lonely, outdated travel trailer as 
it makes it’s way up the precarious 
mountainside to it’s new home...I’m 
Cookie Hightower - WLYR News.

LEFTY
No--well, it’s not going to be 
dangerous or precarious, Cookie. 
And it’s hardly a mountain. But, 
yeah, having you do a live remote 
might be of interest to our 
listeners.

RED
And fill time.

LEFTY
Exactly. Now we’ve already called 
Karl Gunderson, our neighbor from 
the farm down the road, and he’s 
coming over in a little while with 
his tractor to haul us up the hill.

RED
It’s a pretty narrow deer trail, 
but we should have about six or 
eight inches clearance on either 
side. Shouldn’t take more than ten, 
fifteen minutes, tops.

LEFTY
But we are going to try and stay on 
the air while we’re rolling up the 
hill. Gotta keep that ad revenue 
coming in.

ETHYL
Lefty? What about my cats?
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LEFTY
Well we were hoping you could get 
them out of the trailer 
temporarily. Maybe put them in some 
cat carriers?

ETHYL
What are those?

LEFTY
Oh boy.

RED
Ethyl, lets just make sure you’ve 
got all of your stationary supplies 
tied down, then we’ll shut and lock 
the office door. The cats should be 
fine.

LEFTY
It’s a short ride. They’ll be no 
worse for wear.

ETHYL
(frightened.)

Oh...okay.

WAYLAND
Oh, and by the way, Lefty? I’m 
gonna need a hand adjusting the 
dish before you get the trailer up 
there. Basically someone to, 
y’know, hold the ladder.

RED
Ladder? How big is this dish, 
Wayland?

WAYLAND
(waffling.)

Uh...yeah, it’s, y’know, a little 
bigger than the eight foot diameter 
they put on the website.

RED
Okay, volunteers?

LEFTY
Ethyl, can you help Wayland out?

ETHYL
I don’t know if I can hold on to a 
ladder.
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LEFTY
Can you hold on to a door or a 
chair?

ETHYL
I think so.

LEFTY
Then you can hold on to a ladder.

ETHYL
Yay, I have skills!

HERM
Hey guys, my brother-in-law has an 
old Chevy Van full of tools; pry 
bars, heavy chains, bear traps, 
meat hooks, whatever you need. I’m 
sure he’ll donate to the cause.

RED
Herm...why are you here?

HERM
Oh, you know...staff meeting?

RED
But you’re not on staff.

HERM
I know, but I call in so much, I 
feel like I’m part of the family. 
Plus, you know, Traffic Report and 
Music Minute.

RED
You showed up with a box of records 
and we had five minutes to fill.

HERM
You’re welcome.

CECIL
Query?

RED
Yes, Cecil?
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CECIL
I am afraid I can no way be of 
assistance in your endeavor to 
extricate this stainless steel 
media pod to it’s new bucolic 
destination. For I have an audition 
later today. 

RED
Really, what for?

CECIL
I will be reading for enthusiastic 
college student number five in the 
new, upcoming production of: 30 
second spot for The Hertzfeld 
Online Academy.  

Music: Hertzfeld Academy jingle.

RED
Oh, well, good for you.

CECIL
Which reminds me, Wayland, could 
you assist me after the meeting in 
creating a televised recording of 
my audition, to be posted later, on 
the world wide inter-webs?

WAYLAND
Yeah, I could shoot it on my phone, 
sure.

CECIL
Excellent.

RED
Okay, so if there are no more 
questions, let’s adjourn. And 
thanks for helping out, everyone.

SFX: People leaving.

WAYLAND
Lefty, Red? Got a second?

RED
Sure, Wayland.

LEFTY
What’s on your mind?
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WAYLAND
I was just wondering, what with 
everything going on today and all, 
if you wouldn’t mind a visitor 
stopping by?

RED
A visitor? Who?

WAYLAND
My Mother. I mean, I wouldn’t ask, 
normally, but she’s taking the 
train down from way up in Lac du 
Flambeau.

RED
Mon dieu!

LEFTY
That’s deep in the north woods.

WAYLAND
Yeah, so, she wanted to get a look-
see of what I actually do for a 
living, y’know. 

RED
Doesn’t seem like a problem to me.

WAYLAND
Well, there is one little hitch. 
See, my Mother has always, y’know’, 
been more fond of my older brother 
Dougie than me. It’s okay, I mean, 
y’know, he got a college degree and 
became a big, successful business 
executive, so...y’know.

RED
Right?

WAYLAND
So when I told her about my new 
position, I may have...y’know, bent 
the truth a tad about what I did 
here.

RED
What did you tell her?

WAYLAND
That I was the owner and station 
manager.
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LEFTY
You what?!

RED
Wayland!

WAYLAND
I know, I’m sorry. It’s just that 
she’s waving my brother Dougie in 
my face all the time, and it gets 
me so...y’know. So if you wouldn’t 
mind, just for a few minutes, 
pretend I’m the boss and I run the 
place? She’ll only be here a few 
minutes, I swear.

RED
A few minutes?

WAYLAND
Cross my heart.

A pause.

LEFTY
(sighing.)

All right.

RED
When is she coming?

WAYLAND
It should be within the hour. I’ll 
go up and adjust the dish and then 
I’ll be right back down to meet 
her.

CECIL
Wayland? I’m waiting!

WAYLAND
Coming, Cecil! Thanks, guys. I owe 
you one.

RED
You certainly do.

Wayland exits.

LEFTY
This is not going to turn out well.

RED
No, it is not.
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JINGLE: Lefty and Red!

CECIL
Where would you like me to stand?

WAYLAND
Right there is fine.

CECIL
Is the light hitting my good side.

WAYLAND
Uh...probably.

Cecil looks at a script in his hand.

CECIL
Let’s do a run through before we 
roll. Ahem! I’m getting my degree 
in beauty Salon Maintenance! No, 
no, that’s far too pedantic. One 
more. Ahem! I’m getting my degree 
in beauty Salon Maintenance!  Well 
now I’m just being dogmatic, what 
is wrong with me? Cool moss, cool 
moss, cool moss.

He does a few nonsensical vocal exercises.

CECIL (CONT’D)
I’m getting my degree in beauty 
Salon Maintenance! That’s it. 
That’s the one.

He tosses the script.

CECIL (CONT’D)
Let’s do a take, are we rolling?

WAYLAND
Yep, sure thing.

CECIL
(after a pause.)

I’m getting--Line!

JINGLE: Lefty and Red open to the show.

RED
Good day all of you Driftless Area 
residents.
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LEFTY
You’ve tuned into Land Yacht Radio 
With Lefty and Red

JINGLE: Lefty and Red!

RED
It’s a big day here at the trailer. 
We don’t want to give too much 
away, but let’s just say we’re 
taking this show on the road.

LEFTY
At least onto the muddy deer trail.

RED
And it’s all to give you, our fans, 
the optimal listening experience.

LEFTY
And speaking of a listening 
experience. Let’s hear from one of 
our sponsors.

JINGLE: Lefty and Red!

We hear the commercial jingle, but tinny and in the 
background.

RED
So now we get to meet Wayland’s 
Mom? You wonder what that’s gotta 
look like.

LEFTY
I just want him adjusting that dish 
and getting back here so we don’t 
have to deal with her.

RED
Amen.

SFX: Fade up of birds, footsteps and the noise of an aluminum 
ladder being carried.

ETHYL
(a bit breathless.)

How much further?

WAYLAND
Oh, it’s right up over the ridge, 
here. Not far.
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ETHYL
How come you need such a big 
extension ladder?

WAYLAND
Well, I kind of misread the website 
where they were selling the 
satellite dish. I though it said 
“eight foot diameter”, when 
actually--

ETHYL
(gasping.)

Oh my word...

Music: Huge, angelic theme.

WAYLAND
It was eighty.

ETHYL
It’s magnificent.

WAYLAND
I guess it was used in the Arizona 
desert to try and contact alien 
life forms in the 70’s. It’s a 
little overkill for us, but, 
y’know. So let’s just get the 
ladder up there.

SFX: an aluminum ladder being extended.

WAYLAND (CONT’D)
There we go. Now you just steady 
the ladder while I climb up. I just 
have to adjust the center broadcast 
node. Should only take a few 
minutes.

ETHYL
All right.

SFX: footsteps on ladder.

ETHYL (CONT’D)
(to herself.)

I’m holding a door. I’m holding a 
door. I’m holding a chair. I’m 
holding a door...

SFX: Transition-Organ music.
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LEFTY
And now here’s a musical moment 
with Jerry Merton and his Magic 
Organ.

SFX: Tractor pulling up.

RED
Sounds like Karl Gunderson’s here.

LEFTY
Great.

SFX: Exiting trailer. Tractor louder, then shutting off.

RED
Hello Karl.

KARL
(New England accent.)

Howdy.

LEFTY
Thanks for helping us out today.

RED
Yeah, we really do appreciate it.

KARL
No problem at all. Spend a good 
part of the mornin’ dilutin’ the 
hoeffers and scrapin’ sheep hooves. 
That left most of the afternoon 
free.

RED
Well, lucky for us.

LEFTY
So, should we get started?

KARL
A-yuh. Just let me get my hitch 
attached, bolt on the guide chains 
and we’ll get you up the path 
apiece, like a Quahog in a pot o’ 
chowder.

SFX: Walking away. Chain noises.

RED
Lefty?
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LEFTY
Hm?

RED
Are we anywhere near Maine?

SFX: Transition bird noise.

WAYLAND
(from up high.)

Say, Ethyl?

ETHYL
Yes?

WAYLAND
You think you could come up and 
give me a hand for a second?

ETHYL
Up there?

WAYLAND
Yep.

ETHYL
Up the ladder?

WAYLAND
Yep.

ETHYL
Oh, I don’t know...

WAYLAND
I need you to hold this restraining 
nut while I tighten the extender 
shaft down.

ETHYL
That sounds dirty.

WAYLAND
No, it’s just a tad, y’know, 
mechanical. It’ll only take a 
second or two.

ETHYL
All right.

SFX: Ethyl climbing the ladder.

SFX: Transition-Tractor starting.
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RED
Looks like Karl’s about ready.

SFX: Car drive up. Horn honk.

LEFTY
Now what?

RED
Is that Herm Demmel?

HERM
Hey Lefty, Red! You have a visitor 
from the train station!

LAVINIA
Put down my suitcase, you 
nincompoop!

HERM
She seems nice!

LEFTY
Oh god.

RED
It’s Wayland’s mother.

SFX: Ethyl finishing her climb.

WAYLAND
There we go, Nice and easy.

ETHYL
Whew! This dish is enormous. Wow, 
what a view. I can see my house 
from up here. No, that’s a horse. 
Pretty close, though.

WAYLAND
So if you could just hold on to 
this crescent wrench. 

ETHYL
Okay?

WAYLAND
And I’m gonna just tighten this nut 
down. Mmm! There. All done.

ETHYL
What else?
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WAYLAND
That’s it. I’m gonna gather up my 
tools, here, and you just make sure 
the ladder doesn’t--

SFX: Ladder sliding and falling.

WAYLAND (CONT’D)
--Fall.

ETHYL
Oh dear. I think it did.

WAYLAND
Yep.

ETHYL
Can you see it?

WAYLAND
Yep, it’s way down there on the 
ground.

ETHYL
Can we jump?

WAYLAND
We’re up about forty feet.

ETHYL
Is that far?

WAYLAND
You know, I could string together 
some of this coax cable, and stick 
this clamp on the end as a hook, I 
bet I could lower it down and--no 
I’ve only got about ten feet of 
cable.

ETHYL
I’ve got some paper clips in my 
pocket. I could string them 
together to make it longer. 

WAYLAND
We’d need another thirty feet.

ETHYL
That’s sounds about right.

SFX paper clips dumping.
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WAYLAND
That’s quite the load of paper 
clips you got there.

ETHYL
Yeah, well, be prepared.

SFX: Squirrel chirping.

ETHYL (CONT’D)
Oh look, a squirrel. Boy he sure 
seems to like that ladder.

SFX: Squirrel on ladder. Then more squirrels.

WAYLAND
Wow, there’s some more squirrels. A 
lot of ‘em.

ETHYL
Do they normally travel in packs of 
over a hundred?

SFX: Chattering of squirrels. Clanking of aluminum ladder. 
Ladder being dragged from the scene and into the forest.

WAYLAND
They dragged our ladder into the 
woods. Why would they do that?

ETHYL
Maybe they had a shelf they 
couldn’t reach. I’m sure they’ll 
bring it back.

SFX: Transition car driving away and beeping goodbye.

LEFTY
So, you must be Wayland’s mother?

LAVINIA
Lavinia Smaltz, of the Rhinelander 
Laundry magnates.

LEFTY
Well, welcome I hope you had a good 
trip down.

LAVINIA
Abysmal. The train reeked of pea 
soup and stale beer. And that 
driver of yours-- 
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LEFTY
--Oh, he’s not our driver--

LAVINIA
--Clamoring around in that rusted, 
metallic death trap! If my son 
Dougie had arranged transportation, 
I’m sure it would have been a 
clean, new vehicle. An SUV with 
extra large cup holders. 

LEFTY
I’m sure.

LAVINIA
And where is that lunk-headed other 
son of mine? He said he’d meet me 
here. Just like him...

LEFTY
Oh, he’s up the hill, making some 
mechanical adjustments on the new 
satellite dish.

RED
He should be down any second.

LAVINIA
Mechanical adjustments? Why is the 
owner of a media conglomerate doing 
manual labor?

LEFTY
(covering.)

Oh, uh...Wayland prides himself on 
being a hands-on station manger. 

RED
He wants to make sure the job gets 
done right.

LAVINIA
I’ll believe that when I see it.

LEFTY
Well, why don’t you come on inside 
and we’ll give you a tour of your 
son’s radio station?

LAVINIA
If I must.

SFX: Transition. Phone buttons being pushed.
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WAYLAND
The frequency from this dish is 
blocking any cell phone signals.

ETHYL
We’re going to die up here, aren’t 
we?

WAYLAND
Oh nonsense. We’ll be fine. As soon 
as the trailer comes up here, 
we’ll--

ETHYL
(dramatically.)

--You don’t have to lie to me! I 
can take it. I know we’re goners. 
But please, If I go first, I want 
you to promise me something.

WAYLAND
What?

ETHYL
You’ll eat me.

WAYLAND
Huh?

ETHYL
Use whatever remains of my flesh 
and pockets of fat to sustain 
yourself till help arrives.

WAYLAND
Uh, well, I’m kind of a vegetarian. 
I mean, I eat fish, but--

ETHYL
(shocked.)

Oh my God!!!

WAYLAND
What?

ETHYL
That look in your eyes. You’re 
picturing me as one of those human 
hotdogs from the cartoons, aren’t 
you? You are going to eat me!
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WAYLAND
Of course no--well, come to think 
of it, I am getting a little 
peckish.

SFX: Transition. Organ music plays throughout.

LEFTY
And that concludes the studio tour.

LAVINIA
(sarcastic.)

Fascinating. It is rather cramped, 
isn’t it?

LEFTY
Yes, well, when your son purchased 
the station, he wanted it to be 
light and nimble. 

RED
It’s a fast paced digital era we’re 
in.

LAVINIA
I wouldn’t know. But what I do 
know, if my son Dougie was in 
charge--well, that’s neither here 
nor there. He’s far too busy as a 
successful upper management CEO of 
a large corporate chain.

RED
Oh really, what chain?

LAVINIA
Dougie Smaltz’s Dirty Laundry and 
Cleaning Supplies. He’s the 
laundrymat king of the north woods.

LEFTY
My goodness.

LAVINIA
He has 4 stores in the Rhinelander 
area alone. And soon he’ll be 
branching out into Nakomis, 
Heafford Junction and, dare I say 
it?

LEFTY
Dare, dare...
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LAVINIA
Pelican Lake!

RED
That’s a heck of a resume. 

LAVINIA
Well, his brilliant success is no 
surprise. After all, he did finish 
Magna Cum Laud, top of his class at 
business school. 

LEFTY
Where was that?

LAVINIA
The Hertzfeld Online Academy.

Music: Hertzfeld Academy jingle.

RED
Good school.

SFX: Tractor starting up.

LEFTY
Oop, that’ll be Karl Gunderson. 
We’re about ready to drive this 
studio up the hill, Mrs. Smaltz. 
Care to ride with us, and watch us 
do the radio show?

LAVINIA
Do I have a choice?

RED
I’m gonna go with no.

SFX: Tractor goes into higher gear. The sound of crashes and 
jostling. Also screaming cats.

LAVINIA
Am I hearing cats in distress?

LEFTY
Probably.

Music: organ music ends.
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RED
(sounding warbley.)

Well that ends our music moment 
with Jerry Merton and His Magic 
Organ. We hope it sent your toes a-
tappin’.

LEFTY
But now it’s time to pay some 
bills. You’re listening to Land 
Yacht Radio With Lefty and Red.

JINGLE: Lefty and Red!

Commercial plays. Tractor revs. A small crash inside the 
trailer.

LEFTY (CONT’D)
Oops, batten down the hatches.

RED
Looks like Karl’s hitting the steep 
part of the trail.

LEFTY
Strap in, kids, it’s gonna be a 
bumpy ride.

LAVINIA
Strap in? With what?

SFX: Tractor revs.

LAVINIA (CONT’D)
(falling.)

Ahhhh!

SFX: Lavinia falling, tumbling, bumping to the back of the 
trailer. A door crashes. Cats scream, howl and hiss.

JINGLE: Lefty and Red!

LEFTY
We’re back. Right now we’re going 
to go live to our field reporter 
Cookie Hightower, who is at the 
scene of a big happening out in the 
Highland Township. Cookie?
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COOKIE
Lefty, I’m standing on a small deer 
trail in the middle of the wilds of 
Highland where a brave group of 
media mavens are attempting to move 
their portable studio to higher 
ground. It’s a daunting, deliberate 
and, yes, dangerous undertaking 
that could mean the loss of life 
and limb.  

LEFTY
Okay, I highly doubt that. But 
Cookie, can you fill us in on what 
else is happening out there? 

COOKIE
Lefty I see a staunch, brave 
tractor pilot, his firm jaw 
clenching his aged corn cob pipe, 
guiding his green and yellow 
vehicle, which pulls heavily, 
almost angrily at the huge, 
metallic media behemoth. The 
branches of nearby trees scratching 
at it’s hull, as if to say, 
“Begone, you wretched symbol of 
man’s greed. Nature holds no place 
for you here.”

SFX: Tractor stalling.

COOKIE (CONT’D)
Uh-oh Lefty, it looks as though the 
humongous tractor has stalled and, 
yes, it is stuck now in the middle 
of the deer trail. The pilot has 
climbed from his perch. He’s 
scratching his balding head. It 
looks as though they may be bogged 
down here for a while. I’ll get 
back to you as I learn more. Lefty?

COOKIE (CONT’D)
Thanks Cookie for that up-to-date 
story. Now a word from one of our 
sponsors.

Commercial plays in the background.

LAVINIA
(entering room. 
Distressed.)

Ugh...
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RED
Oh goodness. Lavinia, are you okay?

LAVINIA
I am covered in cat excrement.

LEFTY
Other than that, are you okay?

LAVINIA
I need to use your facilities.

LEFTY
Yeah, just down the hall to your 
right.

RED
Those stains are not coming out.

LEFTY
No, indeed.

JINGLE: Lefty and Red-Ask Your Neighbor!

LEFTY (CONT’D)
And now it’s time for Lefty and 
Red’s Ask Your Neighbor.

RED
The call-in show where you give 
advice, post a problem, make an 
announcement or just swap and 
barter goods and services with 
folks in the area.

LEFTY
No money changes hands, no hard 
feelings.

RED
It’s like a county wide swap meet.

LEFTY
Without all the dream catchers, T-
shirt stands and six month old corn 
dogs. 

SFX Phone Ring

RED
Hi, you’re on Lefty and Red’s Ask 
Your Neighbor.
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KARL
A-yuh. This here’s Karl Gunderson 
over in Highland.

RED
What can we do you for, Karl?

KARL
Well, seems like I’m having an 
issue with my 1987 John Deere 4450 
tractor. I was pullin’ a sizable 
load up a steep grade when she 
stalled out on me. Can’t seem to 
get her started again.

RED
We know, Karl. We’re the load 
you’re pulling.

KARL
A-yuh. Any-hoo, thought someone out 
there might could give me a spot of 
advice.

RED
Okay, well if anyone out there has 
dealt with starting issues on an 87 
John Deere 4450, give us call, 
won’t you?

SFX Phone Ring

RED (CONT’D)
And there’s our next caller. Hello, 
you’re on Ask Your Neighbor.

HERM
Hey, this is Herm Demmel over in 
Clyde.

RED
What’s up, Herm?

HERM
Say, I think I got an answer for 
that John Deere stalling issue. My 
brother-in-law owned one for about 
ten years. I used to borrow it all 
the time.

RED
Okay, well we have Karl on the 
other line. Karl, you still with 
us?
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KARL
A-Yuh.

HERM
Hey Karl, this is Herm Demmel over 
in Clyde. Say, I really want to 
help you with that tractor issue, 
and I think I have a fix for ya’.

KARL
Oh yah?

HERM
Yah. The 80’s John Deeres, 
especially the 4400 series, have a 
butterfly respirator valve that 
sits on the intake air line just 
below the spark advance module. 
Know where I’m talking about? 

KARL
Oh yah. Know it well.

HERM
So sometimes that butterfly valve 
gets clogged with leaves and mud 
and manure and what have you. That 
mucks up yer air flow. What you 
gotta do is clean that out. 
Take some WD or some carb cleaner 
and spray that gunk out of there. 
But don’t use any acetate base 
product, as you’ll dissolve the O-
ring that’s in there faster than 
you can say Jack Robinson.

KARL
Okay-doke, let me just give that a 
go.

SFX: Aerosol spray, then tractor starting.

KARL (CONT’D)
Say, she seems to be a-runnin’ 
wicked good now. Thanks much.

RED
Thanks for helping us out, Herm.

HERM
Well, that’s what fellow staff 
members are for.
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RED
And that’s all the time we have for 
an abbreviated Ask Your Neighbor. 
Now this.

JINGLE: Lefty and Red

Music

DOUGIE
Hello, Dougie Smaltz here inviting 
you to try the Northwoods’ cleanest 
and most modern laudry facilities, 
Dough Samltzs’ Dirty Laundry and 
Cleaning Supplies. People come in 
all the time to clean their filthy 
sleeping bags...and I don’t think 
they’re camping. We have heavy duty 
washers and dryers to take care of 
all your nasty, dirty clothes 
...even the lingerie. We have new 
stores opening soon in Nakomis and 
Heafford Junction. And at our grand 
opening next week in Pelican Lake, 
you’ll get to meet Mayor Andy 
Specklin, his wife Darleen...and 
his secretary Kimmy. So come clean 
at Dougie Smaltzs’ Dirty laundry 
and Cleaning Supplies. Because 
everybody’s got a little dirty 
laundry. Don’t you?

JINGLE: Lefty and Red

LEFTY
Wait--how did that commercial get 
in there? 

RED
That’s not even for this part of 
the State.

LAVINIA
(innocently.)

Did I miss anything?

LEFTY
Mrs. Smaltz, why were you coming 
out of the equipment room? I 
thought you needed to use the 
bathroom.
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LAVINIA
(a pause.)

I got lost.

RED
You didn’t pee on any of the 
amplifiers, did you?

SFX: Tractor coming to a halt.

RED (CONT’D)
Hey, we made it!

LEFTY
Top of the hill!

LAVINIA
Oh, thank God.

SFX: Door open.

LEFTY
Wow, and the trailer looks great 
and--what the hell is that?!

RED
Is that the satellite dish?!

LEFTY
It looks like The Close Encounters 
Mothership.

ETHYL
Hi everybody!

LEFTY
Hi Ethyl!

WAYLAND
Hi Lefty, Red--oh, hello Mother!

LAVINIA
Wayland Rupert Smaltz! What are you 
doing up in that contraption with 
that...that hussy?!

ETHYL
I beg your pardon?

WAYLAND
It’s okay Mother she’s, y’know, a 
co-worker!
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LAVINIA
I have never been so embarrassed 
and insulted in all my life! First 
a stinking five hour train ride! A 
death cab to the middle of nowhere. 
Then getting thrown like a rag doll 
inside of an ancient tin can into 
heaps of assorted stationary and 
feline feces! Your brother never 
would have done this to me!  

WAYLAND
Oh Mother...

COOKIE
I’m here at the ending of the radio 
station trailer pull where a 
demented woman is throwing a 
violent, histrionic fit. She may be 
on Meth, or other assorted rural 
drugs or large animal 
tranquilizers. We won’t know more 
until we investigate further.  

CECIL
Everyone! Everyone! Great news! I 
landed the part. I’m enthusiastic 
college student number five! We 
taped this afternoon and--

(stopping.)
Lavinia?

LAVINIA
Cecil?

WAYLAND
Mother?

LEFTY
You two know each other?

CECIL
It’s been nigh on thirty years now, 
but Lavinia and I were co-stars in 
the Arbor Vitae Gooseneck players 
production of “A Streetcar Named 
Desire.”

RED
Wow.

LAVINA
He was Stanley Kowalski to my 
Stella.
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RED
Wow wow.

CECIL
The review in the Minocqua Musky 
Community News said “The lead 
performers gave off heat like a boy 
scout campfire on a July 
afternoon...” 

LAVINIA
“...their obvious real-life 
attraction made ius all want to 
cool off with a dip in the Rainbow 
Flowage.”

CECIL
You remembered.

LAVINIA
(lovingly.)

Oh Cecil.

CECIL
(equally loving.)

Oh Lavinia.

WAYLAND
Mother!

COOKIE
And that wraps up our story. A 
tense, real life drama about a 
trailer, a tractor, a corn cob pipe 
and in the end, love triumphing 
over evil. We’ll be right back, 
after this. 

JINGLE: Lefty and Red

Commercial music

STUDENT #1
I’m graduating with a degree in 
Small Engine Exhaust.

STUDENT #2
I’m pursuing a career in Farm 
Hydraulics.

STUDENT #3
Electric Watch Repairman.
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STUDENT #4
Truck Loading Logistics.

CECIL
I’m getting my degree in Beauty 
Salon Maintenance!

ANNOUNCER
Got three months and three hundred 
dollars? Then pursue a real career 
that pays real money. At Hertzfeld 
Online Academy we offer degrees in 
a wide variety of menial sciences. 
No car? No worries. All of our 
classes are online. Study at your 
leisure. It’s all up to you to--

SONG
Find your career at Hertzberg!

JINGLE: Lefty and Red

RED
Well that’s all the time we have 
for Lefty and Red this week.

LEFTY
We’ve got a new location and a new 
satellite dish that you can 
probably see from outer space.

RED
And Wayland might have a new Dad.

LEFTY
By the way, did you lock down the 
trailer wheels?

RED
No, I thought you did.

SFX: Trailer rollibg down hill and crashing. Cat screams.

LEFTY
For all of us here at Land yacht 
radio.

RED
Want to come with?

LEFTY
Then come here once.

JINGLE: Lefty and Red-Close
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